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Temperature changes affect cellular functions

● Temperature affects the cellular processes in microorganisms, leading to 
decreased transcription and translation (Feller et al., 2003)

○ Cells must adapt metabolically and physiologically in order to maintain 
homeostasis (Madigan et al., 2006)

○ Changes to membrane fluidity and induction of temperature-related 
proteins (Thieringer et al., 1998)

● Chemostat and batch culture studies performed to study acclimation to 
cold shock or heat shock



Diurnal temperature fluctuations are prevalent in 
natural environments 

● In natural environments:

○ Temperature dynamics in a circadian changes, with high temperatures 
during day and low temperatures during night 

○ Rate of adaptation is temperature-dependent

● Does the 24-hour cycle allow for cell acclimation to temperature, or is 
there constant temperature shock?



Yeast must respond to diurnal temperature cycles

● Saccharomyces cerevisiae CEN.PK113-7D

○ Optimal growth temperature is 30℃, with range of 4°- 40°C (Salvado et al., 
2011)

○ Often grows in exposed environments (Lodolo et al., 2008)

● Previous studies focus on acclimation to fixed temperature and the global 
transcriptional response

○ This study will focus on diurnal temperature cycles (DTC) (24h 
sinusoidal temp cycle)
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Figure 1: Experimental temperature follows a 
diurnal sinusoidal function

● Diurnal temperature based on 
sinusoidal wave

● Temperature range: 12°- 30°C
● Samples were taken every 5-6 

cycles

● o = experimental temperature

--- = sinusoidal function



Figure 2: Biomass remains constant while CO2 and 
glucose levels fluctuate based on temperature 

● Chemostat culture: 

○ Biomass remained 
constant 

○ Temperature changed 
cyclically 

○ CO2 decreases in low 
temperature, increase in 
high temperature

○ Residual glucose was 
lowest at high 
temperature



Figure 3: Temperature fluctuations cause changes in 
glucose and CO2, while glycerol, lactate, and 
succinate remain constant

Tem
perature ( oC)

Time (h)

● A: Residual glucose concentration 
is inversely proportional to 
temperature

● B: CO2 decreased as temperature 
decreased, with sharp increase 
once the temp increases

● E: Glycerol remained constant

● F: Lactate (Δ) and Succinate (♢) 
remained constant 



Time (h)

● C: Biomass of culture remained 
constant throughout with a deviation 
of < 5%

● D: Ethanol levels remained constant

● G: Pyruvate levels were unaffected by 
temperature

● H: Acetate levels rhythmically varied

○ Decreased concentration 
compared to glycerol and ethanol

Figure 3: Temperature fluctuations cause changes in 
acetate, while biomass, ethanol, and pyruvate 
remain unchanged



● 1,102 genes showed significant 
(p<0.002) changes 

● 498 genes peaked at low 
temperature

● 384 genes decreased at low 
temperature

● 220 genes were unaffected by 
decrease in temp, but showed 
major increase after temp 
increased

● Clusters 3 and 5 showed a 
decrease and increase, 
respectively, compared to initial 
transcript levels

Figure 4: Shifts in expression for different clusters 
of genes showed downregulation and upregulation



Table 1: Overrepresented functional categories of 
the clusters reveal differences in genes

● Overrepresented functional 
categories

○ Cluster 1: cell wall 
organization

○ Cluster 2: targets for 
transcription factors 
Swi4, Swi6, Mbp1

○ Cluster 3: protein 
synthesis, ribosome 
biogenesis, mRNA 
processes



● Overrepresented functional 
categories

○ Cluster 4: targets of Bas1, 
target for transcription 
factor for Gcn4

○ Cluster 5: energy 
metabolism/ conservation

○ Cluster 6: cellular functions 
and protections 
mechanisms

Table 1: Overrepresented functional categories of 
the clusters reveal differences in genes
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Figure 5a,b: Upregulated and 
downregulated genes overlap with 
previous glucose concentration studies 
● Presence of glucose triggers 

concentration-dependent transcriptional response 
(Gancendo et al., 2008)

● Studies: Kresnowati et al. and Van den Brink et al. 

● Half of upregulated genes were common to the 
studies

○ 109 genes consistently upregulated 

● One-third of downregulated genes were common to 
the  studies

○ 186 genes consistently downregulated 



Figure 5c: Glucose-responsive genes are not 
uniformly distributed to clusters 

215 UP 195 DOWN

● Glucose-responsive genes are not 
uniformly distributed to clusters

○ Overrepresented functional 
categories include response to 
glucose excess

● 215 upregulated, 195 downregulated 
DTC specific genes

○ Separated from 
glucose-responsive genes



Figure 5d: Overrepresented functional categories of DTC 
specific genes overlap with  glucose-responsive genes

● 410 DTC specific genes

○ Overrepresented functional 
categories include response to 
glucose excess, lipid 
metabolism, intracellular 
transport

○ Protein synthesis



Table 2: Reducing p-value stringency narrowed DTC specific 
genes and functional categories to six major cellular processes

● Number of DTC specific genes was 
narrowed to 253

● Functional categories:

○ Phospholipid metabolism

○ ER-to-Golgi transport

○ RNA polymerase III transcription

○ One-carbon metabolic processes

○ Amino acid metabolism

○ Cell cycle progression
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Figure 6a: At low temperatures, cells stop dividing, 
but continue to grow in size

● Temperature decrease:

○ 22% decrease in cell 
number (⚈) and 16% 
increase in cell size (⚬)

● Temperature increase:

○ Cell number increase, 
cell size decreases

● Cells stop dividing, but 
continue growth at low temp



Figure 6b: Accumulation of budding cells occurs at 
low temperatures

Time (h)

● Low temperature:

○  70% of the cells are 
arrested at the G2/M 
phase as buds

○ Budding index (●) and 
flow cytometric (⛞)

● Release of the buds once the 
temperature is increased



Figure 6c: Changes in expression of genes involved 
in cell cycle control occurred across timepoints

● S/G2 phase genes were 
enriched at 12oC

● Upregulation of genes 
from early G1 and M/G1 
phases  after the 
temperature increased



Figure 6d: Budding index levels for cells in a fixed 
temperature environment  

● Black line: 

○ Budding index of cells 
remained constant 
after being placed in 
fixed 30oC

● Gray line:

○ BI of cells in diurnal 
temperature 
environmentTime (h)
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Figure 7a,b: Trehalose and 
glycogen levels fluctuate, while 
precursors are temp dependent

● Metabolism of trehalose and glycogen is 
temperature dependent

● Trehalose and glycogen concentrations 
fluctuated throughout DTC

○ At 6 hours, glycogen increased and 
trehalose decreased

● UDP-glucose and trehalose-6-phosphate were 
unaffected by temperature

● Glucose-1-phosphate and 
glucose-6-phosphate were inversely 
proportional to temperature



Figure 7c,d: Genes involved with 
trehalose and glycogen showed 
similar expression 

● Genes involved in the synthesis or 
degradation of trehalose or glycogen had 
similar expression changes

○ Downregulation at low temp, 
upregulation at high temp

● Residual glucose concentration

Budding Index

Temperature

Glucose consumption qs (- - -)



Table 3: Physiological characteristics were similar 
between steady state and DTC cultures, except for 
glycogen concentration

● Cultures grown at 12oC or 30oC fixed temperature (steady-state (SS))

● The values for biomass yield, specific uptake and production rates, and residual 
glucose concentration were similar between the two experiments

● Glycogen concentration varied

○ Higher glycogen than trehalose in steady state cultures

● Increase in BI for DTC culture at 12oC



Figure 8: Principal component analysis reveals similarity 
between SS and DTC at 30oC, and a distinction at 12 oC

● Principal component analysis 

○ Transcript levels are similar 
between SS and DTC at 
30oC

■ 94 genes were different

○ Clear distinction between 
SS and DTC at 12oC



Figure 9a,b: Half of the number of genes showed 
significant change in expression in SS cultures 

● Genes with significant 
change

○ SS: 521 genes

○ DTC: 1061 genes

● 99 genes were consistently 
upregulated (44%)

● 145 genes consistently 
downregulated (48%)

● 393 up, 424 downregulated 
genes respond to DTC not 
acclimation



Fig 9c: Differences between the 
upregulated and downregulated 
genes in each study 

● 99 upregulated genes

○ 33 genes overshot SS

○ 60 genes similar to SS

○ 6 genes not completely 
acclimated to SS

● 145 downregulated genes

○ 50 genes overshot SS

○ 81 genes similar to SS

○ 14 genes not completely 
acclimated



Discussion & Conclusion
● Rhythmic variation of residual glucose concentration impacted transcriptional 

response

● Functional categories of genes with significantly changed expression levels include 
phospholipid metabolism (Tronchoni et al., 2012) , cell wall synthesis

○ Cyclic variation of acetate → acetyl coenzyme A, a precursor to fatty acid 
synthesis (Kozak et al., 2014)

○ Intracellular transport, Swi4 and Swi6 → constant cell wall maintenance 

● Cell cycle was affected by temperature, contrary to previous studies (Vanoni et al., 1984)

● Temperature was likely not a main factor in glycogen and trehalose concentrations

● Steady-state and diurnal temperature cycle cultures were similar physiologically

● Future study: Mimic the variance in growth rate that occurs in natural environments 
where DTC occurs.
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